Powerful design. Deceptively small.

We cleverly fit a stunning 13.3” edge-to-edge display in a compact body similar to an 11” laptop, making this the most compact 13” laptop on the planet. It’s not just magic, it’s smart design.

Crafted without compromise.

The sleek and beautiful overall design is a side effect of careful performance driven construction. Machined aluminum provides strength and durability. The top cover is precision cut from a single block of aluminum. The base is surrounded with a ring of precision cut anodized aluminum to match the display back. The carbon fiber composite base helps drive its lightness. It is strong like aluminum, and thin, but feels cooler to the touch. Finally, the edge-to-edge hardened Corning® Gorilla® Glass NBT™ has up to 10 times higher scratch resistance compared to soda lime glass, resulting in greater resistance to unsightly scratches caused by handling, cleaning or wiping.*

State of the art viewing experience.

Enjoy sharper detail for movies, content consumption or creation or see more content on your screen when you are in productivity mode on the full high definition panel on the XPS 13. The 1080p resolution provides up to 2x more pixels than the standard 720p display, and with a full 178° viewing angle, your content can be viewed from almost any angle. And now brighter at 350-nits, images are stunningly bright.

Designed for touch with Windows 8.1

Windows 8.1 and capacitive touch come together for a true touch-optimized experience. The new Windows user interface lets you effortlessly navigate to your favorite sites or share content with all with the familiarity of touch input.

So much punch, so little effort.

The XPS 13 packs a 4th generation Intel® processor up to Core™ i7 and Intel HD 4400 Graphics* into its slim frame (6-18mm). And here’s the kicker, it weighs as little as 2.99 lbs.*

Always ready to go.

With solid state drives and Intel® Rapid Start Technology*, the XPS 13 boots from cold in as little as 13.5 seconds. And whatever state it’s in, it comes back in a snap, less than 1 second when it’s in sleep mode. The XPS 13 also includes Intel® Smart Connect Technology which keeps your content updated* to be ready when you are.

IT-friendly.

Dell has made it easier for IT departments to choose laptops that offer the security and services they value in a sleek form factor that executives and employees on the go now demand. Optional enterprise-friendly features include Trusted Platform Module for BitLocker Data Encryption, ProSupport™* and Configuration Services such as static imaging and asset tagging.
**Dell XPS 13 Technical Specifications**

| Processor options | 4th Generation Intel® Core™ i3-4010U processor (3M Cache, up to 1.7 GHz) – consumer, SMB, Pub only
|                   | 4th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-4200U processor (3M Cache, up to 2.6 GHz) – consumer, SMB, Pub only
|                   | 4th Generation Intel® Core™ i7-4500U processor (4M Cache, up to 3.0 GHz) – consumer, SMB, Pub only
|                   | 4th Generation Intel® Core™ i7-4650U processor (4M Cache, up to 3.3 GHz) - LE only
| Dimensions (HxWxD) | Height: 0.2"-0.7"/ (6-18mm)/ Width: 12.4" (316mm)/ Depth 8.1" (205mm)
| Starting Weight*   | Starting at 2.95lbs (1.34kg); Touch starting at 3.03lbs (1.37kg)
| Display options    | 13.3" FHD (1920x1080)
|                    | 13.3" FHD (1920x1080) touch display
|                    | 350-nit, 72% color gamut, 800:1 contrast ratio
|                    | 178° wide viewing angle - 89° / 89° / 89° / 89°
|                    | Capacitive touchscreen – 10-finger touch support
| Construction       | Machined aluminum
|                    | Carbon fiber composite base
|                    | Edge-to-edge Corning® Gorilla® Glass NBT™
|                    | Magnesium palmrest with soft touch paint
| System memory*     | 4GB or 8GB Dual Channel DDR3L-RS SDRAM at 1600 MHz (On Board)
| Graphics*          | Intel® HD 4400 or HD 5000 (i7 4650U only)
| Battery            | 55WHR battery, 6-Cell Lithium Ion (built-in)*
|                    | *Battery is built-in to the tablet and is not replaceable by the customer.
| AC Adapter         | 45W AC adaptor
| SSD options*       | 128GB or 256GB SSD drive option with Intel® Rapid Start Technology*
| Keyboard/ Touchpad | Standard full size, backlit chiclet keyboard; spill-resistant Glass integrated button touchpad with gesture support
| Wireless Connectivity* | Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 7260 + Bluetooth 4.0
|                    | Intel® Wireless Display (WiDi) 3.0 ready*
|                    | Intel® Smart Connect Technology*
| Sound              | High Definition Audio + Waves MaxxAudio® 4
|                    | 1.5W x2 = 3W total
| Webcam             | Widescreen HD webcam with dual array digital microphones
| Ports and Connectors | USB 3.0 with PowerShare (2); mini DisplayPort (1); Headset Jack (1)
| Software           | Skype™*, Internet Explorer, My Dell Support application, PocketCloud
| Operating System Options | Windows 8.1
|                    | Business only - Windows 8.1 Professional, Genuine Windows® 7 Home Premium, Genuine Windows® 7 Professional, Genuine Windows® 7 Ultimate
| Standard Service   | 1 Year Dell ProSupport™ and Onsite Service after Remote Diagnosis*
| IT-friendly options | Configuration services: static imaging, BIOS settings, asset tagging
|                    | Dell ProSupport™
|                    | Accidental Damage Service*
|                    | BitLocker Data Encryption with TPM (note: Bitlocker only available with Windows 8 Pro)
|                    | Gigabit Ethernet Dongle (USB to RJ45) - supporting PXE Boot (imaging & wake on LAN)
|                    | Dell Driver Cab files for OS deployment

Learn more at dell.com/ComingSoonXPS

---

Intel® Smart Connect Technology: Requires an SSD or mSATA drive only and a recognized Internet connection. System must be on or in sleep mode with application running to update.

Intel® Rapid Start Technology: Requires a Solid-State Drive (SSD) or properly configured HDD + SSD.

Hard Drives: GB means 1 billion bytes and TB equals 1 trillion bytes; actual capacity varies with preloaded material and operating environment and will be less.

Graphics and shared memory: GB means 1 billion bytes and TB equals 1 trillion bytes; significant system memory may be used to support graphics, depending on system memory size and other factors.

Skype: Skype service subject to third-party service subscription terms and conditions.

Intel Wireless display: Requires an Intel wireless card, a compatible Media Adapter (sold separately) and an HDMI or composite AV-enabled display

Corning: Based on scratch and durability tests performed by Corning.

Notebook weight: Weights vary depending on configuration and manufacturing variability.

ProSupport: Availability and terms of Dell Services vary by region. For more information, visit www.dell.com/servicesdescriptions.

Onsite Service after Remote Diagnosis: Remote diagnosis is determination by online/phone technician of cause of issue; may involve customer access to inside of system and multiple or extended sessions. If issue is covered by Limited Hardware Warranty (smart Limited Hardware Warranty link for non-print communications) and not resolved remotely, technician and/or part will be dispatched, usually within 1 business day following completion of Remote Diagnosis. Availability varies. Other conditions apply.

Accidental Damage Service: Service excludes theft, loss, and damage due to fire, flood or other acts of nature, or intentional damage. Customer may be required to return unit to Dell. For complete details, visit www.dell.com/servicecontracts.
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